There currently lacks a crew systems engineering approach for integrating the crew station within the total aircraft system. To address this problem, ONT (Code 212) and the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR 5 3 1fPMA 202) initiated the Advanced Technology Crew Station (ATCS) program at the Naval Air Development Center (NADC). ATCS involves multiple Navy laboratories, McDonnell Douglas, and Boeing Military Aircraft. One of the products of the ATCS program is a crew systems engineering methodology. During implementation of the methodology a major design gap was identified.
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A method was needed to derive and justify display requirements and display technology options based on the mission, aircraft, and crew system requirements. This paper discusses the ATCS program, the crew systems engineering methodology and the derivation of display requirements within the methodology.
ATCS Proeram

Problem
The traditional approach to design, acquisition, and evaluation of an aircraft crew station is now in need of major improvement. Overall operator performance has become a limiting factor in weapon system effectiveness. Problems associated with integrating crew systems technologies with other impacting technologies, as well as related aircraft design tradeoffs, have aggravated the situation further.
(Crew system technologies include human factors, controls and displays, seating and escape systems, head protection, Chemical and Biological protection, laser eye protection, acceleration physiology and environmental protection; impacting technologies include sensors, structures, aerodynamics, signature, computersfsoftware.) Absent or inadequate methods and tools for blending the various technologies have not fully optimized the effectiveness and survivability of the human operator in Naval aircraft.
In addition, the knowledge of how to utilize crew system methods, tools, and data in supporting Navy and industry aircraft development activities is very limited.
obi ective
The Navy's Advanced Technology Crew Station program was established to develop, demonstrate, and validate a crew systems engineering method that will achieve effective integration of aircrew and technologies within the aircraft system.
To validate the crew systems engineering method, several integrated crew station concepts for next generation advanced tactical aircraft will be developed and evaluated. Final ATCS program products will be 1) a validated crew systems engineering method for use by DoD and airframe industry for designing effective, integrated crew systems, 2) tools for definition. and evaluation of crew system performance requirements, 3) modification of relevant aircraft weapon system specifications (e.g.. SD-24) to include crew systems performance requirements, and 4) advanced crew station concepts for Navy's next generation tactical aircraft.
Methodolpgy
The aircrew-centered crew systems engineering methodology approaches the aircraft design from the aircrews' perspective. There are three important features of the methodology.
First, it prescribes an iterative process of design activities and events aimed at identifying and maintaining focus on the critical crew station issues during crew station design.
Second, it provides a common framework for the timely and cost effective use of various computer-based development tools for addressing and resolving crew station issues.
A series of computer-based tools can allow fer more precise quantitative information about the impact of crew station compromises on the human and ultimately on mission performance, and can substantially reduce the delay in availability of that information in the design process.
Third, the methodology explicitly promotes multi-disciplinary inputs to the crew station design.
By requiring interchange of design information through interdisciplinary coordination, it fosters the earliest possible identification and resolution of issues that might unnecessarily constrain the crew station design.
The core structure of the crew systems engineering methodology is illustrated in Figure 1 . The first five steps define activities required to translate operational requirements into crew system requirements.
Included in the requirements definition is an iterative process of man/machine function allocation. In the next step, the crew system requirements are used to postulate crew system concepts. In configuration development (blocks 8 through 18), candidate design configurations are developed and iterations are performed as required to home in on candidate configurations.
The final product is an optimized, integrated crew station design. Detailed discussion of each methodology block is provided in reference 1.
One unique aspect of this methodology is that it provides traceability from mission level requirements (block 2) to aircraft level system requirements (block 3) to crew station
requirements (block 5 ) .
This requirements traceability is also provided during selection of specific crew station technology options and throughout the iterative crew station configuration development cycle. This traceability is provided within the methodology using a technique called Quality insure that customer requirements were satisfied. Figure 2 illustrates the overall matrix approach of QFD. The QFD begins with the overall requirements (i.e. the What's in the matrix) which in our application is the mission requirements.
Each " What" is broken down into one or more "How's" which represent, in our case, aircraft system requirements.
The "How Much" is a quantification andlor qualification of the aircraft system requirements.
The relationship between each "How" and "What" is rated either weak, medium or strong. The "How" items (i.e. aircraft system requirements) are further broken down by becoming requirements (i.e. "What's'') and new "How's" (i.e. Crew Station requirements) are defined to meet the aircraft system requirements.
The QFD approach used in generation and linking of the mission requirements, aircraft systems requirements and crew station requirements is illustrated in During the selection of crew station technology options to meet the information transfer requirements, there was a problem in selecting specific display options. There was a gap in going from the crew station requirements to defining the display requirements (e.g., the display size) to the .selection of specific display technologies.
Given One of the crew system requirements identified as a result of applying the QFD process was the transfer of information from system to crew. Further analysis was required to define this requirement.
The general approach used to derive information requirements is presented followed by a discussion of how the requirements were synthesized into viable display options.
Derivation of Information Reauirements
The information requirements3 were derived from three mission scenarios consisting of combat air patrol, deck launched intercept and strike4 3 5 .
To facilitate the analysis, the mission scenarios were broken into phases (e.g., take-off, climb, cruise, etc.). The phases were made up of segments or common categories of aircrew tasks which were essentially the same a s the system requirements derived in the QFD process (e.g., aviate, navigate, etc.).
Each segment was comprised of the tasks needed to perform the segment function. The tasks were analyzed to determine significant aircrew decision points and the corresponding information needed to make those decisions. Figure 4 depicts the general process used to derive the information requirements along with illustrative examples. 
Svnthesis of Reauirements
When synthesizing crew system requirements for displays, information was assumed to be transferred from the system to the crew. What needs to be analyzed is what and how information can best be presented to the crew. I n i t i a l l y , the modes of communicating the information to the crew were identified.
Information types were then allocated to the modes as shown in Figure 5 .
Visual Option. The visual option can be further partitioned into head referencedleyesout and fixed-display categories because there For the fixed-display option. it is assumed that displays inside the cockpit can be used because the relationship to the environment is not that closely coupled. The types of information that is associated with the fixed display option is shown in Figure 5 .
I HEAD REWEYES oud P I X E T D I S P L A Y~
Another analysis was performed to determine the types of information and formats that could be allocated to the visual display surface options as shown in Figure 6 . The BVR (Beyond Visual Range) tactical situation requirement would be scalable from 5 to 160 nautical miles, have a map format with symbology, and overlays consisting of items such as a navigation plan and weapon employment information.
This could be implemented via a large, fixed panel of approximately 400 square inches or a virtual presentation via a virtual vision system. Gene Adam's "Big Picture" is an example of a large, fixed panel and is undergoing evaluation in McDonnell Aircraft's domed simulator.
For the WVR (Within Visual Range) tactical situation requirement, it is envisioned that a perspective scene with terrain and zoom capability would be provided.
The format would consist of 3D virtual and/or symbology with overlays identical to those of the BVR requirement. This would be implemented via a s p h e r i c a 1 he a d ref e r e n c e d / e yes o u t configuration which would also include primary flight information.
Since the large fixed display will occupy most of the available display area, windows are being considered as replacements for dedicated status type displays. They would be integrated with larger display surfaces and selectable via a menu. As shown in Figure 6 , windows would be used for such items as backup flight information, system status, weapon status, sensor displays, and menus. Depending on the application it is estimated that the window sizes required would include 20. 30. and 40 square inch varieties.
In addition, not all windows would be displayed simultaneously.
The entries in Figure 6 provide an estimate of the total number of windows required for each display requirement and the number of windows that would be displayed simultaneously.
Auditorv Opt ion.
Auditory options were provided to duplicate certain warning type information to more readily attract the pilot's attention. Candidate auditory information types are shown in Figure 5 .
Tactile Opt ion. The tactile option can be used to acknowledge system responses resulting from control actions as well as backup for critical warnings. This is most applicable when virtual c o n t r o l is implemented. The warning capability is most attractive for high activity periods to get the pilot's attention when other mediums are not available.
Crew S w v Requirements
Using the mission requirements flow down in conjunction with the above display analyses enabled the identification and synthesis of comprehensive crew system requirements for the transfer of information from the system to the crew. The crew system visual information requirements are expressed in terms of head referenced, fixed, heads up, and always in view categories.
The auditory requirements are subdivided into voice and tone categories.
In addition, the tactile requirement is specified. Candidate display technology options were then identified and evaluated for each crew system requirement using the QFD process.
Some of the visual display system options include a heads-up display, dome surface, large panel with windows, and abutted panels.
The auditory options include a voice and tone generator and the tactile option consists of a tactile sleeve.
Summarv/Future W O rk This paper provided an overview of the ATCS methodology, QFD process, and an approach used to derive display requirements. The ATCS program recently completed a preliminary design phase consisting of deriving crew system requirements, developing system concepts and technology options, and performing QFD trade studies to identify candidate technology options. This includes up to block 8 of the methodology in Figure 1 . Future efforts will include design trade studies and integration tasks necessary to produce CAD configurations and static mockups.
There are a number of lessons learned from the ATCS effort. First, advanced aircraft/ crew system concepts must be postulated to stimulate creative thinking prior to the selection of crew station technology options. Second, mission requirements must be expressed in terms which are meaningful to crew system requirements and traceable from the highest level through the resultant design. Lastly, an effective methodology must be employed which relates crew system requirements to technology options, enables visibility of design trades, provides team interaction, and facilitates the integration of technologies into a synergistic crew system. It is felt that the ATCS methodology, which includes the QFD process, is a major step in producing an effective, integrated crew system.
